Top-N recommender systems typically utilize side information to address the problem of data sparsity. As nowadays side information is growing towards high dimensionality, the performances of existing methods deteriorate in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency, which imposes a severe technical challenge. In order to take advantage of high-dimensional side information, we propose in this paper an embedded feature selection method to facilitate top-N recommendation. In particular, we propose to learn feature weights of side information, where zero-valued features are naturally filtered out. We also introduce non-negativity and sparsity to the feature weights, to facilitate feature selection and encourage low-rank structure. Two optimization problems are accordingly put forward, respectively, where the feature selection is tightly or loosely coupled with the learning procedure. Augmented Lagrange Multiplier and Alternating Direction Method are applied to efficiently solve the problems. Experiment results demonstrate the superior recommendation quality of the proposed algorithm to that of the state-of-the-art alternatives.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems typically make use of user feedback, e.g., purchases, ratings, reviews, clicks, and check-ins, to produce the recommendations. Most of the methods can be put broadly into two categories -latent space methods and neighborhood-based methods. Existing research [11, 18, 22] suggests that latent space methods are superior for solving the rating prediction problem, while neighborhood methods are shown to be better for the top-N recommendation problem. We focus ourselves on the latter in this paper.
Top-N recommender systems are widely adopted by the majority of e-commerce websites to recommend ranked lists ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-2138-9. DOI: 10.1145/1235 of items so as to help users identify the items that best fit their personal tastes. Over the last decades, various efforts have been dedicated to provide top-N recommendations. Among them, item-based methods stand out, including item-based k-nearest-neighbor (itemkNN) [11] and sparse linear methods (SLIM) [22] , which are shown to outperform user -based schemes [10] .
While a number of algorithms have been developed, the data sparsity issues faced across different recommender systems still remain open, i.e., the feedback for some users or items is little or even entirely missing. With the increasing availability of the additional information associated with items, referred to as side information 1 , recent literature has developed many hybrid algorithms to relieve the aforementioned problem [1, 13, 23, 26] , since side information is often relevant to recommendation.
Nonetheless, in the era of big data, side information is born with high dimensionality [32, 34, 33] . For example, side information is usually the text descriptions about items [28, 29] , and when regarding each unique term in the corpus as one dimension of feature, it is evidently high-dimensional. Side information can also be in the forms of images [16] or even videos [24] , in which cases the dimensionality is even higher. However, existing methods using side information consider little about the heavy impact of high-dimensional side information on accuracy and efficiency. Specifically, it is observed that many features in side information are useless or not relevant to recommendation, and thus, including these features in the algorithms would harm the effectiveness of recommendation. An immediate remedy is to employ feature selection to escape the curse of dimensionality, which reduces the dimensionality by selecting a subset of features from the input feature set. In general, feature selection methods can be categorized into three families -filter-based, wrapper-based and embedded methods [15] . Among them, embedded methods are demonstrated to be superior in many aspects, and receive more attention [21] . It is believed that feature quality is usually domain-specific [31, 35, 37, 36] , i.e., for different scenarios the importance of features is accordingly different, where embedded feature selection becomes more preferable. As a consequence, we adopt embedded methods in this research.
In this paper, we propose a novel embedded feature selection method for top-N recommendation to harness high-dimensional side information. We propose two optimization problems to learn the weights of features of side information. To avoid the impact from the high dimensionality and make the recommendation fast, we exploit embedded feature selection, where the goals of learning and feature selection are jointly and iteratively achieved. Specifically, the proposed method learns a sparse feature weights vector for each individual feature of side information, and the features with zero values are naturally filtered out. This is accomplished by solving the optimization problems, with sparsity and non-negativity enforced for the feature weights. Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed method enjoys a performance gain of 25% at most.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We investigate the problem of top-N recommendation leveraging high-dimensional side information, which has not been well explored by existing literatures. To the best of our knowledge, this is among the first attempts to look into the issues brought by side information for top-N recommendation in the big data era;
• To alleviate the impact of high dimensionality of side information, we propose an embedded feature selection method to learn the feature weights, where the tasks of feature selection and learning are jointly achieved and mutually enhanced. As far as we understand, this is also among the first time that feature selection closely meets recommendation;
• We conduct extensive experiments to appreciate the effectiveness of the proposed method. We experiment on real-life datasets from two different application domains, and the results confirm that the proposed method well resolves the issue, and outperforms other state-ofthe-art algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the notations used in this paper, followed by the discussion of related work in Section 3. We formulate the model in Section 4, and the proposed optimization problems are solved in Section 5. We conduct extensive experiments on real-life datasets, and present the results in Section 6. Section 7 draws the conclusions of the paper.
NOTATIONS
We introduce the relative notations in this section. All vectors and matrices are represented by bold letters, where lower case letters for vectors (e.g. x) and upper case letters for matrices (e.g. X), and all constant parameters are represented by Greek letters (e.g. α). Given matrix X, xij represents the entry at i th row and j th column. Given vector x, xi represents the entry of i th element. · 1 indicates the ℓ1-norm, e.g., X 1 = i j |xij| , x 1 = i |xi|. · F indicates the Frobenius norm, e.g.,
And · 2 indicates the ℓ2-norm for vector, e.g., x 2 = i x 2 i 1/2 . We define • as the element-wise product between two vectors: x • y = (x1y1, · · · , xnyn).
We denote m, n, t for the number of users, items and features respectively. Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , um} and I = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the sets of all users and all items, respectively. The feedback (both explicit and implicit) shows the items the users have purchased, viewed or rated, which is denoted by R ∈ R m×n . We treat the feedback into binary value, that is, if user u provided feedback for item i, rui (the entry of R) is 1, otherwise it is 0. The item similarity matrix is represented by S ∈ R n×n , where each value of entry sij is within [0, 1] . We further introduce the feature matrix (side information), denoted by F ∈ R n×t . The feature weights are represented by w ∈ R t , where each entry w k represents the global feature weight for the k th feature. We further denote di ∈ R n for the weighted feature vector for item i, that is, di = f i • w 1/2 and thus di · dj = f i • f j · w. We also denote p k ∈ R t as the normalized weight vector for feature k, that is,
RELATED WORK
In this section, we retrospect the research following SLIM, the work related to the hybrid methods utilizing side information and feature selection approaches, and present them in the following subsections, respectively.
Top-N Recommendation
Recently, a novel top-N recommendation method -sparse linear method (SLIM) was proposed [22] , which generates recommendation lists by learning a sparse similarity matrix. SLIM solves the following regularized optimization problem:
where the constants β and λ are regularization parameters. The non-negativity constraint is used such that the vector estimated contains positive coefficients. The diag(S) = 0 is imposed to avoid the trivial results. However, an inherent limitation of SLIM is that it can only model relations between items that have been co-purchased or co-rated by at least some users. Follow-on research attempted to address the problem from different aspects, factorizing the similarity matrix [18, 38] and introducing lowrank approximation [8, 19] , respectively. Related work following this line of research also includes [9, 12, 40] . Lately, a new model based on SLIM was proposed to capture the difference in the preferences between different user subsets [10] .
Hybrid Recommendation
To address the data sparsity problem, many hybrid methods were proposed, utilizing side information. SSLIM [23] proposes to extend SLIM into a joint learning model. LCE [25] collectively decomposes the content and the collaborative matrices in a common low-dimensional space. [2, 3] decouple the recommendation into completion and transduction, and provide provable guarantee. The method proposed by [14] leverages both user activities and content matching between user and item profiles to optimize the global term weights. In the aforementioned work, the problem brought by high dimensionality of side information is not noted or investigated, and hence, their performances could be heavily affected by high-dimensional side information.
Feature Selection
Various methods of feature selection have been proposed, and can be classified into three distinct types, i.e., filter method [17, 39] , wrapper method [27] and embedded method [6, 21, 30] . The filter model evaluates features without involving any learning algorithm. The wrapper model requires a learning algorithm and uses its performance to evaluate the goodness of features. Algorithms of the embedded model incorporate feature selection as part of the learning process, and use the objective function of the learning model to guide searching for relevant features. For various types of feature selection methods, readers may refer to [7] for a recent survey.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we propose an embedded feature selection method on the top of SLIM, named as HSLIM, which is short for High-Dimensional Side Information Utilized Sparse LInear Methods. HSLIM is specifically designed to utilize high-dimensional side information.
Side Information
We assume the availability of profiles associated with items, e.g., the side information. In this paper, we assume the side information is in the form of text as it is often the case, such as the description of movies, the content of documents, the review of items and so on. However, we may readily extend our proposed method to other forms of side information. Thus the dimension of side information is then regarded as each individual term in corpus.
We then introduce feature weight for each individual dimension of side information to measure its importance, and the features are selected accordingly. Intuitively, the feature weights could be measured by the Inverted Document Frequency (IDF) used in text similarity. However, it has been shown by [14] that IDF is not optimal or even reliable in recommendation. Thus, we optimize feature weights by using feedback as training data, and hence, the domain-specific feature weights are generated.
Given the side information matrix F ∈ R n×t , where each entry f ik represents the number of occurrence of term k in the side information of item i, and the feature weights w, we apply cosine function to measure the similarity between items. The similarity between item i and j then is
Optimization Problem
Denote as S w the item similarities derived from side information, the entries of which are computed according to Equation (1). We force s w ii = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n to avoid trivial answers.
We incorporate S w into SLIM model so as to jointly learn w and the sparse coefficient matrix S. Different in how to utilize S w , we have proposed two optimization problems. HSLIMtf (HSLIM tightly coupled with feature selection) directly substitutes the sparse coefficient matrix S by S w . We formulate the following optimization problem:
where we penalize ℓ1-norm on S w to encourage sparsity, as suggested by SLIM. We also penalize ℓ1-norm on w for that we select feature in the light of feature weights w, where the zero valued dimensions are dropped. We also impose nonnegativity on w as di = f i •w 1/2 and w is supposed to be in the domain of real number. According to Equation (1), the non-negativity (S w ≥ 0) and non-triviality (diag(S w ) = 0) naturally hold. Thus, the constraints are omitted here.
HSLIMlf (HSLIM loosely coupled with feature selection) penalizes the difference between S and S w , rather than directly substitutes S. The problem is then formulated as:
where
F regularizes the sparse matrix S and influences the learning of w. α is introduced to balance the importance of side information.
HSLIMtf assumes the side information is rich and highly correlated with feedback, thus the substitution of S w will mostly enhance the recommendation quality. Otherwise, HSLIMlf should be applied as it actually softens the requirement on S. The selection of approaches in fact depends on the quality of side information. In real application, we start with HSLIMlf and conduct parameter selection for α. When it achieves good performance if α = 1, we will switch to HSLIMtf as it suggests good quality of side information, and thus, HSLIMtf would achieve better results.
Once the optimization problem is solved, we can conduct matrix completion for matrix R for recommendation. The predicted user-item matrix, denoted byR, is calculated as R = RS w for HSLIMtf andR = RS for HSLIMlf. In addition, for item cold-start scenario, we calculate the similarities of the new item with other items through item profiles. As the incorporated feature selection procedure largely reduces the number of features in profile, the similarity calculation will be much faster, which consequently improves the efficiency for recommendation.
Note that we have introduced sparsity to feature weights w for feature selection. Naturally, the sparsity of w also encourages the low-rank structure of item similarity matrix, which is crucial to the performance of recommendation [8, 19] . In essence, the low-rank assumption is motivated by the factor model. It is assumed that a few latent variables explain items' features, where the item feature is represented byF andF is low-rank. In our proposed model, the weighted item feature matrix is represented as
, where P is the normalized feature matrix (
is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal equals to √ w and √ · is element-wise square root.
As penalizing sparsity on w increases the number of zeros in w, and given that the rank ofF equals to the number of non-zero values of w, the learned feature matrix will be low-rank.
SOLUTION
In this section, we introduce how to solve the optimization problems. We will discuss how the model HSLIMtf is solved, and then the solution for HSLIMlf could be derived similarly (omitted in the interest of space).
The proposed optimization problem is difficult to optimize for the following three reasons: (1) We have forced the nonnegativity constraint on feature weights w; (2) We penalize ℓ1-norms on S and w, and the ℓ1-norm is non-differentiable; and (3) The entries of similarity matrix S w is not independent, as they are all related to w. Thus it is also difficult to derive the derivative.
Subsequently, we first introduce auxiliary variables to decouple the objective function, and solve the following equivalent problem:
This can be solved by using Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) [5] . We resort to minimizing the following augmented Lagrangian function:
where β > 0 is the penalty parameter and V 1, V 2 are the Lagrange multipliers. We then apply Alternating Direction Method (ADM) to solve the problem.
Next, we are to investigate the updating rule for w, S 1 and S 2.
Fix
To update w, we have the following problem:
Then, based on the chain rule the partial derivative over w k is:
and the derivative of s w ij over w k is:
, we can continue to deduce as follows:
By further defining Q ∈ R n×n as the matrix of oij and D ∈ R n×n as the diagonal matrix with the i th element of principal diagonal equals n j=1 oij s w ij , we have:
We proceed to discuss how the matrix Q is obtained.
Due to the non-negativity of w k , we employ the projected gradient methods to solve it [20] . The following rule is defined for updating.
During each iteration, to ensure sufficient decrease, the following Inequality should be obeyed:
where σ is empirically set as 0.01.
To update S 1, we have:
and the analytical solution could be derived as follows:
To update S 2, we have:
Prior to the discussion, we first introduce Lemma 1 [4] .
Lemma 1. For λ > 0, the solution of the problem
is given by X * = shrink λ (Y), where
and the operator shrink is applied element wise on Y.
Therefore, the solution of the problem is given by
We finally formulate the complete training for HSLIMtf into Algorithm 1. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we report a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed method on two different use cases -conference paper recommendation and email recipient recommendation. We first analyze the parameter settings, where the best values are selected through validation, and then compare our method with other 7 top-N recommendation algorithms. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method on feature selection. We implemented the two proposed algorithms HSLIMtf and HSLIMlf on CUDA 2 to ensure high efficiency of training.
Datasets
We first respectively introduce the datasets as follows:
2 http://www.nvidia.cn/object/cuda-cn.html • NIPS 3 contains paper-author and paper-word matrices extracted from co-author network at the NIPS conference over 13 volumes. We regard authors as users, papers as items and the contents of papers as side information. The data has 2037 users (authors) and 1740 items (papers), where 13649 words have been extracted from the corpus of item profiles. The content of the papers is preprocessed such that all words are converted to lower case and stemmed and stop-words are removed. One may note that NIPS dataset is very sparse, e.g., some author may publish only one or two papers, which shows the importance of properly leveraging side information for recommendation.
• Enron 4 represents the mailbox extracted from Enron Email. The data is composed of email messages released during investigation of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission against the Enron Corporation. We consider the two largest mailboxes (dasovich-j and kean-s) and within each mailbox the emails sent by the owner, respectively denoted by Enron1 and Enron2. The messages have been preprocessed by removing the headers (from/to/cc fields), converting all tokens to lower case and removing numbers, stop-words and infrequent tokens (appearing < 5 times).
Thus, we prepared three datasets for the experiments, summarized in Table 1 , where #users, #items, #feeds and #features, respectively, represent the numbers of users, items, feedbacks and features. The density denotes the sparseness of feedback, defined as:
The main reason for extracting two datasets from Enron is to allow performance comparison under various sparsity and dimensionality, but with the identical assumption of application distribution. We can see from Table 1 that all datasets experimented have fairly sparse feedback. Besides, as shown in the #features column, the three datasets all have very high dimensionality. Particularly, NIPS has more users but less items than Enron1 and Enron2. Meanwhile, in comparison with Enron1, Enron2 is even more sparse and has much higher dimensionality of side information.
Evaluation Methodology
To comprehensively understand the effectiveness of the methods, we adopt 5-time Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOOCV). Specifically, the dataset is split into training and test sets by randomly selecting one of the non-zero entries for each user to be part of the test set. The training set is used to train a model, then a size-N ranked list of recommended items for each user is generated. The evaluation of the model The recommendation quality is measured by the Hit Rate (HR) and the Average Reciprocal Hit Rank (ARHR) [11] . As pointed out in [22] , they are the most direct and meaningful measures in top-N recommendation scenarios. Specifically, HR is defined as:
where #hits is the number of users whose item in the test set is recommended, i.e., hit, in the size-N recommendation list, and #users is the total number of users. A drawback of HR is that it treats all hits equally regardless of where they appear in the top-N list. ARHR addresses it by rewarding each hit based on where it occurs in the top-N list, which is defined as follows:
where pi is the position of the test item in the ranked top-N list for the i th hit. That is, hits that occur earlier in the ranked list are weighted higher than those occur later, and thus ARHR measures how strongly an item is recommended. In the set of experiments, we set N as 5,10,15 and 20, respectively.
Parameter Analysis
We first select the value of parameters through validation. As suggested, we start with HSLIMlf for the parameter analysis, and thus there are three parameters to select, respectively α, λ1, λ2. Naturally, the selection of λ1 and that of α and λ2 could be performed separately. In particular, we can first set α = λ2 = 0 and select λ1, and then based on the selection of λ1, we simultaneously select α and λ2. We conduct the parameter analysis on the three datasets, and present the selection result on NIPS and Enron1. The result on Enron2 is omitted as it shows the similar result as Enron1.
We select λ1 by varying it from 0.00 to 0.10 and find that it achieves the best result on both datasets when λ1 = 0.01. We proceed to evaluate the selection of α and λ2, the result of which is showing in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows the result of parameter selection on NIPS and Enron1, where the grids are colored from dark to bright, representing the value of HR10 from low to high. It has been revealed by Figure 1(a) that the result improves with the growth of α and it achieves the best when α = 1. The result suggests that the side information of NIPS is qualified and HSLIMtf should be employed to achieve a better result. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1(b) , the best result appears when setting α = 0.3 and λ2 = 0.02, which suggests the side information of Enron1 is not well correlated with feedback information. The final result of parameter selection is summarized in Table 2 .
Performance Comparison
We evaluate the performance of our proposed method on top-N recommendation, where the parameters are set according to Table 2 . In this set of experiments, we simply represent our method as HSLIM, where it is HSLIMtf in NIPS and HSLIMlf in Enron1 and Enron2. The proposed method is compared with other seven approaches, including the item neighborhood-based collaborative filtering method itemkNN [11] , the state-of-the-art top-N recommendation methods SLIM [22] , FISM [18] , LorSLIM [8] , the hybrid methods LCE [25] , SSLIM [23] and the pure content-based recommender Content. We use the Librec library 5 (a java library for recommendation) to run itemkNN, SLIM, FISM and we also implement SSLIM using Librec. The pure contentbased method Content is implemented by setting the feature weights as the inverted document frequency, which is the global term weights in text similarity measuring. We depict the results in Figure 2 . Figures 2(a) and 2(b) represent the recommendation performance on NIPS. While the dataset is very sparse, the traditional top-N recommendation methods, including itemkNN, SLIM, FISM, LorSLIM, are showing poor performance. As Content, SSLIM, LCE utilize the side information that is displayed to have good quality for recommendation, the performances of them are much superior. However, affected by the high dimensionality of side information, LCE and SSLIM actually degrade the performance in comparison with Content. Our proposed method HSLIM reduces the redundancy or trivial features, which further improves the performance over LCE on HR and Content on ARHR.
The similar results are revealed by Figures 2(c)-2(f) . The difference is, the side information of Enron1 and Enron2 have higher dimensionality, thus the priority of feature selection is more evidently displayed. Specifically, as shown by Figures 2(c) and 2(d) , the difference of behavior between the conventional top-N recommender systems (SLIM, FISM, LorSLIM) and the method utilizing side information (Content, SSLIM, LCE) are shortened. We contend the reason is that Content, SSLIM, LCE are heavily affected by the high dimensionality of side information of Enron1, as the number of dimensions is nearly 2 times that of NIPS. Besides, the superiority of HSLIM over the compared methods is more evidently exhibited, especially on the HR metric. Moreover, as displayed by Figures 2(e) and 2(f) on Enron2, while generally the result is similar with that on Enron1, with the increase of sparsity of feedback and dimensionality of side information, the performance of the compared hybrid methods is further affected, especially LCE, and oppositely the superiority of HSLIM is further confirmed.
Evaluate Feature Selection
Finally, we evaluate the effect of feature selection of HSLIM. In this set of experiments, we first compare the number of features being reduced on different datasets, given the selected parameters, to demonstrate the effectiveness of feature selection. The result is depicted in Figure 3(a) . We can see from the figure that our proposed method largely reduces the number of features to achieve greater performance. In comparison with HSLIMtf, HSLIMlf can reduce more features as the feature weights w in HSLIMtf is regulated more. Furthermore, the feature selection task is more obviously achieved on Enron2, where almost half of the features being dropped.
Besides, the proposed algorithm HSLIM does not provide a parameter to directly control the number of features to be selected, instead, it encourages more features to be filtered out by penalizing more on w. We then analyze the relation between the penalty on w and the feature selection effect. Figure 3(b) shows the result experimented on NIPS, where the lines represent the number of features being dropped. When λ2 grows from 0.00 to 0.05, the linear growth is approximately seen. The growth rate slows down when λ2 is no less than 0.05 and the gap of reduced features between HSLIMtf and HSLIMlf is also narrowed. In practise, when λ2 is set higher than 0.05, the problem gets quickly converged and no further chance for features being filtered out. This has suggested that we can try to select the specific number of features by proportionally increasing the penalty of sparsity on w, but the penalization parameter should not be set above a certain threshold (0.05 for λ2 in this case).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an embedded feature selection method to utilize high-dimensional side information for top-N recommendation. We propose to learn the weights for features, and introduce sparsity and non-negativity to it. While the feature selection task is achieved by filtering out zero features, the low-rank property is gained as side product through sparsity penalization. In the light of the quality of side information for the recommendation performance, we devise two algorithms, namely HSLIMtf and HSLIMlf, differed in how the feature selection is coupled with learning. To efficiently solve the optimization problems, the Augmented Lagrange Multiplier and Alternating Direction Method are employed. We conduct extensive experiments on different datasets, and the result has demonstrated the superiority of our proposed methods.
